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MESSAGE
I have been thinking a lot about resilience this year. Our community has faced
challenge after challenge, and while it is hard sometimes to see the light at the
end of the tunnel, I have seen tremendous resilience from our local business
and arts community. Some solutions have come quickly, some have required
more time and careful thought, and some are still on the horizon. Through all the
highs, lows, and seemingly impossible scenarios, Eugene has demonstrated
incredible resiliency.
While many of our programs and events looked different from what we initially
planned, the ABAE continued to uplift and connect the business and arts
sectors. We were able to learn new skills and produce our first online event.
We have been partnering with other local art service organizations to provide
community art convenings. We have been exploring ways we can amplify and
support our BIPOC communities.
I can clearly remember the joy I felt last November as I walked out of the Hult
Center after our BRAVA Breakfast. We had just heard a fantastic speech about
the power that partnerships between the arts and business can have on a city.
I felt inspired and so lucky to share that moment with so many of you. While
we haven’t been able to gather together in-person since then, that feeling of
inspiration remains. By supporting each other and working together, we can
make our community thrive.
I want to thank everyone who has believed in and supported the work of the
ABAE. We are beyond grateful for your faith in us and our mission. I am looking
forward to the day when we can all enjoy the arts together in-person.

With Gratitude,
Kelly Johnson, Executive Director
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HIGHLIGHTS
In 2020, we worked in together with so many people, organizations, and businesses
to uplift and connect the business and arts sectors. We helped highlight how
the health of each sector is interconnected, and why working together is more
important than ever. The ABAE is so grateful to everyone who helped us…

ignite partnerships
This spring, the ABAE published the second edition of the Arts Guide. A
collaboration with the Eugene Area Chamber of Commerce, the guide is a
resource for local businesses to learn about artists and arts organizations in our
community, explore about ways to partner, and discover how it is essential to
business success. This year we had an increased focus on highlighting the specific
ways each entity was looking to partner with local businesses. The guide was sent
to over 3,000 individuals, is available on the ABAE website, and each artist and
organization was featured on the ABAE’s Instagram account. This guide increases
awareness, participation, and investment in Eugene’s arts and culture sector.

spark investment
Two projects were funded by the Art Loan program. The loan program is a
collaboration with the City of Eugene that helps businesses and nonprofits
contribute to the creative vibe in Eugene. Loan funds we used by the Eugene Ballet
to create a new work entitled “The Large Rock and The Little Yew” based on a book
by Eugene author Gregory Ahlijian which premiered in February 2020. An Art Loan
was also used by NorthWest Burgers, which moved to a new location recently and
needed signage that reflected their personality and brand. They were able to pay for
a visually pleasing sign that brightens their business’ facade night and day and draws
in customers. During this financially challenging time, we dropped interest rates on
Art Loans to 0% for loans repaid within one year and 1% for those repaid within two
years, along with eliminating their matching funds requirement.

virtually celebrate excellence
This year we moved our annual celebration of the arts and business online. While
it looked a little different, it still provided a space for the community to gather and
honor excellence into the community. This year Jud Turner received the Eugene
Arts & Letters Award for his exceptional contributions to the community as an
artist and teacher. MECCA (Material Exchange Center for the Community Arts)
accepted the Fentress Endowment Award, acknowledging its outstanding work
and illustrious history as a champion of creativity and sustainability. The Arts &
Business Partnership Award went to Marley’s Monsters and upcycle designer
Mitra Gruwell for their innovative and impactful collaboration. The Dave Hauser
Business of the Year was awarded to Euphoria Chocolate Company to recognize
its creative approaches and consistent support of arts groups in the community.

build community
ABAE’s Catalyst Club is creating a community of business leaders and individuals
dedicated to exploring and supporting the arts. This year, we grew membership in
the Catalyst Club, increasing the number of engaged and connected arts patrons
and arts-appreciating business leaders in our community. The Catalyst Club
builds personal connections among arts groups, artists, community members,
and businesses. Experience shows that these relationships blossom into lasting
partnerships and ongoing investments. Over time, members develop and share a
deeper appreciation and understanding of the arts.
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FINANICALS
Financial reports give us the opportunity to report to you — the people who
support us and make our work possible. The charts below detail the 2019-2020
fiscal year (July 1 – June 30).
INCOME: $143,836

EXPENSES: $137,081
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SUPPORT

Partnerships are the backbone of the ABAE. To our donors, sponsors,
board members and volunteers who make our work possible, THANK YOU!
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